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ABSTRACT: A general formulation has been developed to simulate the stalled and unstalled aerodynamic coef
ficients of a rotor blade in steady and unsteady flow. The main features of the present method are few em
pirical parameters with physical background in the full range in angle of attack and Mach number without 
the need to sectionize the validity of parameters. The method takes account for different types of steady 
stall and the influence of Reynolds number. Unsteady effects due to pitch, plunge and fore and aft motion 
are separately implemented. The calculated steady normal force coefficient curve and the unsteady hystere
sis loops of the present method match very well with the twodimensional test data, even for high frequen
cies. In addition some comparisons with other methods are presented. Aerodynamic rotor forces can be obtai
ned by analytical integration of the section forces over the span of the blade and analytical derivatives 

· of these forces are possible. 

NOTATION 

a 
Amp 

bi 
c 

ci 
cr 
f 

k 

M 

qa 

Re 

t 

v 

x,y,z 

I 
I 

speed of sound 
amplitude 
approximation coefficients 
airfoil chord 
coefficients (empirical) 
airfoil camber {z/c) 
oscillation frequency 
reduced frequency 
Mach number 
dynamic sonic pressure 
Reynolds number 
airfoil thickness (z/c) 
velocity 
rotor blade fixed coordin.ates 

approximation coefficients 
air density 
kinematical viscosity 
rotor rotational frequency 
phase angle 

circulation 

dimensionless circulation 
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Subscripts 

AC aerodynamic center 

ai aircraft induced 

b bubble 
bb bubble burst 
c curvature 

e extremal 
fa free air 

numbering index 
k KUssner 
m magnitude 
nc nonci rcul a tory 

OS overshoot 
ref reference condition 

spc supercri ti ca 1 

55 static stall 
vp vortex proximity 
w Wagner 
x,y,z coordinate direction 

+,· positive or negative circulation 

Definitions 



INTRODUCTION 

To calculate the aerodynamic loads of a helicopter 
rotor usually the twodimensional steady aerodyna
mic characteristics of the airfoil are used in ta
bular form or by curve fitting of certain compli
cated polynomials. In recent years the unsteady 
models,(Refs. 1-3) based on the steady characteri
stics, indicated a significant progress, but a lot 
of empirical parameters and numerical treatment 
are still necessary. The limitations of these me
thods and the need of a general easy to use model 
have led to a new consistent formulation of nonli
near steady and unsteady rotor blade aerodynamics. 

The first step was a continuous analytical re
presentation for the steady case of attached flow, 
partially stalled flow and fully separated flow by 
a superposition principle. New mission require-, 
ments of a helicopter like supermaneuverability 
must be covered by mathematical rotor models. Ex
tremely high angles of attack and low supersonic 
flow conditions could occur at certain flight ma
neuvers. Empirical parameters with a physical 
background describe in the present metho'd sta 11 
and compressibility effects. 

On this steady basis the three existing unstea
dy types of motion were formulated with only few 
parameters. The most difficult design point of the 
method was the analytic integrability in radial 
direction of the rotor blade to avoid numerical 
problems and to be the basis of more convergent 

optimization analyses. 
If somebody desires much more accuracy for any 

special case it is possible to refine this modular 
method without a change of the basic structure. 

DEFINITIONS 

The orientation of any arbitrary 2-D rotor blade 
section is defined by the following airfoil fixed 
cartesian coordinates. The x axis is identical 
with the chordline and the origin of the system is 
the elastic axis EA as shown in fig. 1 

y 

X 

z 

Fig.1 Profile fixed coordinate system 

The time de:iv~ti?n of the coordinates g.i_ve;. the 
velocities x, y, z and accelerations x, y, z. The 
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only rotational degree of freedom~ about the y 

axis i~ equiv~lent to dz/dx•x, the angula~. veloci
ty is c;{ or dz/dx·x and the acceleration ot or 
d~idx·x. Fig. 2 shows the three types of motion 
and their corresponding velocity distributions. 

fore and aft p 1 unge or heave pitch 

Fig.2 Velocity distribution for different kinds 
of motion 

Plunge and fore and aft motion are blade fixed for 
a clear definition. The classical resultant velo
city fixed definition of Theodorsen (Ref. 4) makes 
only sense for the small angle assumption easel.= 1 
and sin«= ot. Because at 90° angle of attack fore 
and aft motion would be the same like plunge moti
on at 0° angle of attack and vice versa, the de
finition is not consistent with the physical ef
fect. It is a common practice to write the aerody
namic forces in the form: 

d Faero 
g 2 

-·V •C (o(, M)•c•dy 
2 res aero ( 1) 

For a fixed wing aircraft the dynamic pressure is 
constant, on the other hand at a helicopter rotor 
blade the dynamic pressure varies significantly in 
radial direction. Consequently the new definition 
for the whole helicopter is the dynamic sonic 
pressure: 

.'1 2 
q =--·a 

a 2 
(2) 

with qa rewrite eq. 1 as follows: 

(3) 

Here the angle of attack and resultant Mach number 

dependent coefficient caero multiplied by the 
square of Mach number is new defined in the follo
wing form: 

caero(o(, M)•M 
2 - cx,z<Mx, Mz) (4) 

were 

Mx _1_ (vx . + vx - x) 
a ., fa 

(5) 

Mz 
1 

(vz . + - z) vz 
a ., fa 

(6) 



The compressible aerodynamic flow condition is in
dicated by the Mach number components consisting 
of velocity components induced by the aircraft 
v , due to free air motion v z and blade e-
x,zai . . x. fa 

lement motion x. z relative to quiet air. In this 
general form the formulation can be coupled with 
the local velocities of any wake and gust model. 

Fig. 3 shows the qualitative data range of the 
a, M dependent aerodynamic coefficients in compa
rison to the same data range of the compact Mach 
number component formulation of fig. 4. 

M ,:::.:-,-.:--

Fig.3 Data range in classical polar coordinates 

Fig.4 Data range in cartesian coordinates 

STEADY 2-D AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS 

In the following the formulation of the aerodyna
mic coefficients is presented for the normal for
ce. The structure for the chordwise force and for 
the moment is similar. 

FULLY SEPARATED FLOW 

The normal force coefficient in the fully separa
ted flow condition of an airfoil corresponding to 
Hoerner (Ref. 5), Critzos (Ref. 6) and some data 
in the helicopter DATCOM {Ref. 7) can be written 
for a flat plate: 

I 
+ M 2 

z ( 7) 
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Considering the influence of thickness and camber 
leds to: 

ez = (2 f(t))oMz~M/+ M/

1 

+ f(er)oM/ (8) 

Eq. (8) is approximately not limited in Mx or Mz. 

INCOMPRESSIBLE ATTACHED FLOW AND TYPES OF STALL 

The simple linear aerodynamic theory for attached 
flow is only valid up to the static stall angle or 
some degrees below which depends on the type of 
stall. For helicopter application it is necessary 
to formulate the boundary layer influence respec
tively more or less the gradual separation effect. 
It is a basic assumption that the attached flow 
region consists of the previous presented fully 
separated terms and of an additional circulatory 
function which shows Fig. 5. 

circulatory function 

Mzss-

fully separated 
function 

Fig. 5 Superposition of terms for attached 
flow 

For a gradual thin airfoil- or trailing edge stall 
the dimensionless circulation can be written ana
lytically as given below: 

(9) 

M 3 
• css+ de 

[= zss+ 2 ss+ 

(M - M )2 + M •C dMZ z zss+ zss+ ss+ 

(10) 

M 3 de 

[= 
0 e 

zss- ss- ·2ss-
2 (M - M ) + M o e dMZ z zss- zss- ss-

(!1) 

The maximum circulation point Mz • the circula
tion function curvature css and 55 the derivative 
of the circulation magnitude dcz /dM

2 
describe 

the positive and negative cir- ss 
culation function. 



Though the negative stall region is more of acade
mic nature it should be included for a general re
presentation of any arbitrary nonsymmetric airfoil 
section. Indeed the present formulation describes 
the linear behavior within the positive and nega
tive stall points as well as the gradual loss of 
circulation and the continuous transition to the 

fully separated flow. 

There exists one additional flow phenomenon, 
the so called leading edge stall which is not co
vered by the previous circulation function because 
of its abrupt nature. A short bubble on the air
foil rounds the shape and delays the separation 
but at sufficient high angles of attack the bubble 
suddenly bursts and the airfoil stalls totally. 
This mechanism can be simulated by the following 
expression for positive or negative leading edge 
stall : 

[":+,-

Fig. 6 

bubble 
rable 

bubble 

, 

stall 
curve 

M Mz 
zbb+ 

Influence of the short bubble on lea
ding edge stall 

(12) 

Fig. 6 shows this function and its application on 
the gradual circulation curve. Now all three types 
of stall can be simulated by the above two expres

sions. 

INFLUENCE OF REYNOLOS NUMBER 

The occurrence of the different types of stall de
pends on the Reynolds number as shown for ~ typi
cal case in Ref. 7. For consistence in the present 
method the Reynolds number is redefined as fol-
lows: 

(13) 

Based on Wayne Johnsons extensive study (Ref. 8) 
on Reynolds number trends here is assumed the fol
lowing linear law: 
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Re 
cRe'f--'-- - 1) (14) 

Reref 

were for a fixed Mach number Mx 

Re a·c ·"ref 
(15) 

The Reynolds number variation results in a move
ment of the stall point and the bubble burst point 
as mentioned in Eq. (14). 

The coefficient cb+ of Eq. (12) extended for the 
influence of Reynolds number leds to: 

cb+- = cb+---------
(Re Rebe)2 + cbRe 

(16) 

Eq. (16} connects the growths of the bubble with 
Reynolds number. By the expressions of Eq. (15) 
and (16) the effect of Reynolds number is essenti
al due to chord length variation because the Mach 
number is fixed and the kinematical viscosity ~ 

varies not greatly. 

COMPRESSIBILITY EFFECTS 

For inclusion of compressibility effects in the 
earlier mentioned circulation function two parame
ters of Eq. (10) or (11) are highly appropriate to 
be a function of the Mach number component Mx. 

The first one is the maximum circulation point 
M 

zss 

0.1 

0. 

o. 

Fig. 7 shows some Mach number dependent mea
surement results for different airfoils. 

0.2 

:< NLR1 
• NACA 0012 
... sc 1095 

0.4 0.6 0.8 Mx 

Fig. 7 Stall boundary for different airfoils 
(Ref. 7) 

The typical behavior is similar for all airfoils 
and represents the transition boundary from sub
critical to supercritical flow conditions. Here 
the physical effect is expressed by the second or
der po lynomi a 1 : 



M 
'ss 

(17) 

The coefficients cl,Z,J describe the position of 
the stall point at incompressible conditions, com
pressibility onset and high subsonic Mach numbers. 

The other important parameter, the derivative 
dcz /dMz is similar to the well known lift curve 

ss 

lity rule 

slope. The Prandtl-Glauert compressibi
can be applied so far the local Mach 

number 1 on the airfoil surface is not reached. In 
the real physics a significant flow change by a 
shock wave is often delayed up to a local Mach 
number of about 1.2. If supercritical flow is over 
a substantial portion of the airfoil surface, the 
here defined circulation function must vanish. 

Hence it is necessary to introduce a new flow 
function for supercritical flow and to combine 
with the circulation fUnction because in the tran
sition region subcritical and supercritical flow 

coexist. 
The subsonic lift curve slope theory of Prandtl 

Glauert and the supersonic one of Ackeret are va
lid outside of transonic flow conditions. The real 
shape in the transonic range, presented by Ref. 9 
looks different for thick and thin airfoils as in
dicated in Fig. 8. 

0 

1 i ft curve 
slope 

/ 
/ 

" thin 

ri 
1 I thick profi 1 e 

....... 
/1 ' I I 

profile 

Fig. 8 Typical compressible lift curve slope 

trends 

The reason for this difference is on the one side 
a supercritical flow field which is nearly inde
pendent of the airfoil shape and on the other side 
the superposition of the greatly on the airfoil 
shape varying circulation function. (Eq. (10) ,(ll)J 
(17)). The easiest expression for the supercriti
cal flow function is: 

2 
Mz • Mx • cspcm 

(18) 
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The parameter cspce is the maximum of the function 
close to sonic speed, cspcc is the curvature and 
c the magnitude of the function. The represen-spcm 
tation of a thick and thin airfoil leds back to 
the unknown derivative de /dM which must be the 

zss z 
difference between the resultant curves of 
Fig. 8 and Eq. (18). The requirements for a Mach 
number dependent derivative function are a positi
ve and negative peak for the thick airfoil or a 
positive peak and sharp decrease to zero for the 
thin airfoil. The formulation of these physical 
effects can be written in terms of Mx: 

c4.c5 c6.(c7-Mx) 
--- + (19) 

The parameter c4 is the incompressible amount of 
the derivative1 c5 represents the curvature. The 
other term evaluates the peaks by the coefficients 

c6,7,8,9 · 

,J 
super-

flow 

fully separated flow 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 

Fig. 9 Flow functions for compressibility effects 

Fig. 9 shows the simulation of both airfoils. The 
thin airfoil has only one maximum due to high sub
critical flow Mach numbers and hence the coinci
dence of the maxima of Eq. ( 18) and Eq. ( 19). For 

a thick airfoil the lift breaks down at relative 
low Mach numbers so the supercritical flow has a 
maximum again. 

COMPARISON OF THE STEADY SIMULATION MODEL WITH 
TEST DATA 

The compared test data were generated at Boeing 
Vertol by Dadone (Ref. 10). The NLRI airfoil was 
measured in a Mach number range from 0.2 to 0.9 
with some blockage effects at high Mach numbers 
and angles of attack. The parameters of a basic 
version of the present steady aerodynamic simula
tion method were obtained by a nonlinear least 



square method. The excellent correlation between 
the non smoothed test data and the mathematical 
model as illustrated by Fig. 10 demonstrates the 
generality of the method for all flow conditions. 

z 
w 
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., 

Mach = 0.3 

' ALFA 

Mach = 0.4 

7.",~,----,~,~L~F~A--,,--~~,~,~ 7 .~,,c---~,~L~F--A~,~,----~,~, 

Mach = 0.5 

7_7,,~--~-~.----~.~,----~----~,c-----,~,--~~.~,----
ALFA 

3 ~~ Mach = 0.6 

z 
w 

=I 

7~1 ~--~~~--~~---·S 8 12 16 

Mach 0.7 

_, 

ALFA 

' ALFA 

------

Z, I Mach = 0.8 ~ 

"l __-/ 
I~ _, 

Mach 0.85 

' ALFA 
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The mean square root error of the normal force co
efficient en at 399 data points was lower than 
0.05. 

Fig.ll Normal force coefficient versus Mach num
ber components 

In Fig. 11 the normal farce coefficient is shown 
including the fully separated and reverse flow. 

Fig. 12 New normal force coefficient versus t<1ach 
number components 

Fig. 12 relates the new coefficient cz to the Mx• 
Mz range of Fig. 11. The magnitude of the forces 
is directly indicated and the multiplication with 
the local dynamic pressure is no longer necessary. 



UNSTEADY TWDDIMENSIONAL FLOW 

In contrast to other methods which use the steady 
data in tabular form as a numerical basis for un
steady calculations, the here presented steady mo
del is a physical basis to evaluate unsteady aero
dynamic coefficients. Because many authors wrote 
extensively about dynamic stall phenomena the pre
sent paper deals more with an easy general appli
cation. 

PARAMETERS OF UNSTEADY AERODYNAMICS 

Based on Me Croskeys et. al. (Ref. 11) conclusions 
that the parameters of unsteady motion are more 
important than airfoil geometry, the earlier defi
ned time dependent Mach number components M , M . . . x z' 
dM

2
/dx and the time derivatives M , M , dM /dx are 

X Z Z 

the primary parameters of any arbitrary unsteady 
motion. 

The airfoil shape influence considered in the 
steady model is extended to the unsteady case by 
similarity transformations. 

For helicopter rotor .. application a11 motions 
can be expressed by a dominant first harmonic mode 
with the rotor rotational frequency and some high-
er harmonic modes. Now the reduced frequency in 
the form 

k 
w. c --·--- •-(20')-
a·Mx·2 

is introduced to describe this periodic behavior. 

NONCIRCULATORY FLOW EFFECTS 

The incompressible potential flow derivations for 
a flat plate by Greenberg (Ref. 12) can be easily 
expressed in the earlier defined coordinates be
cause only velocity components perpendicular to 
the chord line are involved. Wayne Johnson (Ref. 
13) payed attention to the problem of correct 
normal velocity identification at classical heli
copter analyses. Here the general normal force co
efficient is: 

c ·'IT 
--·(M 
2·/ z 

dM 
+ __ z_ ( ..£.- (21) 

dx 4 

This formula means physically the mass effect of 
an air cylinder with chord diameter idealised for 
a flat plate and therefore no corresponding effect 
in x direction. 
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M • 0.2 
f • 69 Hz 

0 

., 

''1-:--~-~-~-~-~~ 
-3 -1 3 

MZ 

NLR1 -TEST -.NONC - -STD 

Fig. 13 Apparent mass effects 

Fig. 13 shows the important effect of Eq. (21) on 
the shape of a 69 Hz pitch oscillation hysteresis 
(NLR1 Ref. 10) in attached flow. Exceptionally the 
steady reference line for the dashed - dotted cur
ve is the fully separated flow term. It should be 
noted that Eq. {21) is incorrect at high accelera
tions. An approximate solution are the following 
functions: 

cnc 
M • M . (22) z z . 2 

Mz + cnc 

dM
2 

dM
2 cnc 

(23) 
dx dx (dMzldx) 2 + cnc 

The empirical coefficient cnc accounts for com
pressibility effects in the accelerated flow and 
for a step function the forces are no longer infi
nite. 

CIRCULATION LAG EFFECTS 

Theoretical aerodynamic load prediction methods 
are available for arbitrary pitch and plunge mo
tions or better for linear and constant velocity 
distributions perpendicular to the airfoil chord. 
In Ref. 14 the so called indicial functions of Wa
gner and KUssner are approximately represented by 
exponential functions. The assumption of harmonic 
motion and the use of Duhamel's integral (Ref. 14) 
leds to the following model consistent analytic 
formulation: 

E
n dMz dM 

2·a·Mx'-(t)·~iw + c-<.J--
2
(t- .!L) 

LIM • dx dx 2·f.V·b. 
Z · lW 
w (c·w) 2 + (2·a·M )2· fl. 2 

X f"lW 

I 
(24) 



in this case t means time 

(25) 

The coefficients Piw' P;k and biw' bik are those 
of Ref. 14 for Wagner a~d KUssner respectively. 
The unsteady component Mz due to freestream is in
cluded in Eq. {25) and in contrast to Greenberg 
{ref. 12) were the reduced frequency is constant 
for freestream oscillations, the present method 
uses the local reduced frequency. 

DYNAMIC STALL 

As well reviewed by Ericsson and Reding {Ref. 15) 
dynamic stall is a viscous flow effect due to the 
unsteady motion induced boundary layer improvement 
or deterioration. The effect is similar to the 
earlier mentioned Reynolds number influence and 
causes a significant overshoot of lift. On the ba
sis of the developed steady model dynamic stall is 
accounted for by the following separation point 
moving law: 

dMZ dMZ 'Tr 
2·a·M ·-(t).c45 + C·W-(t--) 

x dx dx 2W 
c · M • c ·----'""-------""--"'-
osx 2 2 2 

(c·w) + (2·a·Mx) ·c45 

(26) 

The structure is similar to Eq. (24). c0s is the 
overshoot coefficient and cg5 the reduced frequen~ 
cy were a phase angle of 45 is reached. The phase 
of overshoot is simply: 

t.p = arctg 
k 

(--) 
c45 

( 27) 

Fig. 14 gives a comparison of phase angles between 
the original Wagner function and the overshoot 
phase of Eq. ( 27). Ericsson (Ref. 16) made the so 

called leading edge jet effect responsible for the 
boundary layer difference between pitch and plun
ge. Following this assumption there exists a vari
ation of Eq. (26) comparable to the variation from 
Eq. (24) to (25). 
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l 
phase of Wagner function for different M 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

M = 0.7 

~phase of overshoot function 
/ 

~,~.~,----.-,-----.~2~-----.~3~-----.~.--~-
K 

Fig. 14 Comparison of circulation lag and over
shoot phase angles 

VORTEX EFFECTS 

At high frequencies, amplitudes and low Mach· num
bers a vortex forrnates on the leading edge, grows 
and travels to the trailing edge before leaving 
the airfoil. These spilled vortices give an addi
tional increase in all aerodynamic coefficients. 
Implementation in the present method is possible 
with a separate vortex function similar to Eq. 
(10) using the phase laws developed by Ericsson 
and Reding (Ref. 17). 

More attention is given to vortex proximity ef
fects during fore and aft motion as measured by 
Maresca et. al. (Ref. 18). Fig. 15 shows the sig
nificant effects of vortices even for combined mo
tion. (Ref. 19) 

4 

3 

2 

L/Lc( 
0 

longitudinal 

/ 
~--

0.4 

/ 
I 

motion 

I 
I 

I. 

..-

" I 
I 

motion 

1.8 

Fig. 15 Unsteady freestream effects on lift 
(Ref. 18, 19) 



The circulation lag assumption for unsteady free
stream (Ref. 12) is not able to predict lift coef
ficients as high as 25. There must be a total lift 
lag due to vortex proximity when the airfoil is 
moving back in the own wake. The following expres
sion was developed to predict approximately such 
significant effects: 

(28) 

More measurements are necessary to prove this as
sumption. Because the local reduced frequency is 
used, the lag effects are highly nonlinear even 
for a harmonically varying freestream. 

COMPARISON OF THE UNSTEADY SIMULATION MODEL WITH 

TEST DATA 

The unsteady test data that were utilized for com
parison are consequently those of ~ef. 10. Here 
the full measured set of 340 hystereses is simula
ted by the present method based on the steady mo
del. In a general simple version only the unsteady 
empirical overshoot parameter c

0
s was identified. 

The results of 159 hystereses at different reduced 
frequencies, mean angles of attack, amplitudes and 
Mach numbers are presented in the appendix. The 
correlation between theory and test is excellent 
except for the vortex effects at low Mach numbers 
which are not included in this simple version of 
analysis. The reason of presenting such a lot of 
hystereses loops is to demonstrate the overall 
correlation by the use of only one empirical para

meter. 
A comparison with the methods of Gormont (Ref. 

20) and Gangwani (Ref. 2), who uses a lot of empi
rical parameters is illustrated by Fig. 16. Addi
tional data of Gray and Liiva (Ref. 21) are used. 

The unsteady deviation of the present model from 
test is about twice that of the steady basis and 
lies within the measurement inaccuracies. 

Now a method is at hand to simulate steady and 

unsteady twodimensional aerodynamic coefficients 
on the basis of a relatively simple representation 
of viscous and inviscid flow effects and by. use of 
fundamental theoretical results. 
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0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 M 

Comparison of the present method with 
·other mode 1 s 

CONCLUSIONS 

o A general formulation has been developed to si
mulate steady and on this basis unsteady aero
dynamic coefficients. 

o Important flow phenomenas were implemented on 
one side by existing theoretical calculations 
and on the other side by empirical parameters. 

o New definitions, expressed in Mach number com
ponents were formulated to couple directly bla
de aerodynamics with external flow components 
and with the mechanical derivation of mass for
ces. 

o The influence of compressibility, Reynolds num
ber and different types of steady stall was 
considered. 

o Different flow type functions made it possible 
to simulate continuously attached flow, parti
ally stalled flow and fully separated flow for 
all angles of attack including reverse flow. 

o All three types of unsteady motion, pitch, 
plunge and fore and aft motion have primary 
influence on the unsteady aerodynamic coeffici
ents. 

o The parameters of unsteady motion and their ti
me derivatives are more important than the air
foil shape which is considered by similarity 
transformations. 



o An excellent correlation between test data and 
the present simulation model is demonstrated 
with only one empirical unsteady parameter. 

o Correlation is within the measurement accuracy 
and the comparison with other methods indicates 
a significant progress. 

o analytical integration is possible in radial 
direction through the special form of flow 
functions. 

o The method must be extended to threedimensional 
flow effects especially sweep and blade tip re-
1 i ef for future. 
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